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VOLUME XCVI
General William Westmoreland Visits
To Speak on Imputations of Vietnam
Former Army Chief of Staff and
Commander of U.S. Forces in
Vietnam, William Westmoreland,
will speak on "The Origin and
Imputations of Vietnam" at 8:15
Monday in McGaw Chapel.
Westmoreland, an army
veteran of 36 years, was one of the
key American figures in the
Efforts Result in
Energy Savings
by Kim Crowley
After two weeks of participation
in a conservation experiment
conducted by the SGA Energy
Conservation Committee,
residents of Miller Manor and
Bontrager House are finding that it
really isn't hard to conserve
energy. "The only, hard part is
breaking the habit and then
starting the conservation habit,"
said Melinda Lawrence, a resident
of Miller Manor, "It's not hard at
all."
Most other residents" agreed
that Miller Manor's approximate
lS"i. cutback in energy
consumption from Jan. 20th to.
Feb. 3rd was achieved with a
minimal amount of effort.
Common practices during this
period include turning off
overhead lights while desk lights
were being used, using cold water
in a full wash load, line-dryin- g
clothes, keeping the heat at 65,
taking shorter showers, cutting
stereo use or sharing listening
time, and keeping the shades
drawn when cold was radiating
from the windows.
Residents of Bontrager House
had similar results to those of
Miller Manor. Doug Miller and
Dave Smailes. both of Bontrager.
felt that conservation could be
augmented a great deal if the
house were in better condition.
"You could save so much by doing
one or two little things." said
Smailes. To emphasize this point,
the two pointed out single-pan- e
glass windows which could be
replaced by storm windows, a
considerable draft caused by poor
sealing around the front door, a
- lack of insulation on the hot water
heater, and an assortment of other
problems.
The Energy Conservation
Committee meets for lunch in
Kittredge on Tuesdays at 12:00.
Anyone wishing to help out should
contact Jaci Van Leeuwen (ext.
271. box 2944) or Kim Crowley
lexi. zj i, dox uo.j
Necrophiliac Males
by Louise A. Blum
"It is cool to be a 'little bit of a
feminist'," said Mary Daly, author
of GynEcology: The Metaethics
of Radical Feminism, "but you are
punished just as much for that as
for going the whole way, so you
might as well go the whole
way... The punishment for being a
little bit of a feminist will come
primarily from within yourself." --
The women of Wooster were
PUBLISHED BY AND FOR THE-STUDENT- S OF THE
Vietnam conflict. In a phone
interview Saturday, Westmore-
land said he is willing to discuss his
actions in the war, and to critically
review past and present U.S.
military and foreign policy in his
speech at the College.
A graduate of West Point,
Westmoreland fought in World
War II and the Korean War,
commanded U.S. forces in
Vietnam, and served as Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff from
1968 to 1972. ,
Westmoreland has received
numerous military and civilian
honors, including Time maga-
zine's "Man of the Year" award in
1966.
Faculty to Consider EPC Semester
Plan During Next Month's Meeting
On Monday, March 3, the
faculty will be presented with a
proposed semester plan, outlining
a model semester in terms of
credits to be awarded and the
basic calendar. Voting on this
proposal will be their first step in
determining whether or not
serious consideration will be given
to changing from the quarter
system that the College presently
runs on. The proposal, drafted, by
the Educational Policy Commit-
tee, can be either accepted
verbatim by a simple majority and
pursued further, amended and
"votedinforconsWerationtor
completely abandoned, in which
case the quarter system would
remain without further discussion,
The question of changing to a
semester system was brought up,
tossed around and tossed out in
1978, but when the issue was
dropped, if had also been decided
that it should be taken' up again
two years hence. The time has
come.
The points of the proposed
semester system that the faculty
will be considering are as follows:
I. Two terms of 72-7- 5 days per
term, including two reading
days. This represents no
significant change in range of
total number of days per year.
The College has had 47-5- 0
teaching days each quarter.
II. Thirty-si- x courses required
for --graduation with the
following stipulations:
a. the maximum number of
courses permitted during the
first term of the freshman year
and while enrolled in I.S. (3
terms) will be
Dominate Hags" Proclaims Mary Daly
invited on an "other-worl- d
journey" last Thursday night when
Daly, radical feminist theologian,
spoke on her philosophy to a
packed audience in Mateer.
She called upon women to
"remember ourselves...to think
and move passionately into.. .the
deep background of our being."
The journey is one o4 exorcism and
ecstacy, she said, of "exorcising
the demons that block our way...of
February 22, 1980
General Westmoreland
b. the maximum number of
courses permitted during an
internship will be 4.
c. the maximum number of
courses permitted -- during
other terms will be 5'.
d. physical education activity
courses will receive course
credit with a maximum of a
total of 1 course credit toward
the minimum number of
courses required for
graduation.
cont. on pg. 6
FORim On Registration and the Draft
R ' ;c Tnnfh0r n;ffn,f QrKct c
" iwvm
A forum entitled. "Registration
and the Draft: Militarism U.S.A."
will be held this Sunday, Feb. 24 in
the Lean Lecture Room in Wishart
Hall from 79:00 p.m. This
program, sponsored by the
Committee Against Registration
and the Draft (C.A.R.D.), will host
five speakers who specialize on
various aspects of militarism in
American society.
Ken Goings, a professor here at
the College, will speak from the
historical perspective. John
Looney will address the question
from the legislative point of view,
Kathy Bickmore from an
educational perspective. From the
religious frame of reference.
Isabelle Briss will bring ideas to the
discussion and finally, from
experience. Bob Busey. Vietnam
veteran, will balance the panel.
C.A.R.D. is sponsoring the
presentation with hopes to
provide the campus community
with more information on
defiantly deviating always all
ways."
Daly's names for the women
undertaking this journey are
"hag," meaning female demon,
fury, evil or frightening spirit, and
"haggard" - willful, wanton,
unchaste, wild. One dictionary
defined a haggard as being "a
woman reluctant to yield to
wooing." Daly's journey then, she
cont. on pg. 5
COLLEGE OF WOOSTER
Knall Sweeps Presidency;
Women Again Head SGA
by Kevin Grubb to semesters. Finally, Knall states
The power of Wooster women that she is very much in favor of a
was reinforced last Wednesday non-progra- m co-e- d dorm for
when the student body elected its students, and will push to make
second consecutive female the idea a reality.- -
Student Government President:
junior, Kathryn Knall.
Knall, who will succeed this
year's president, Carol Rowan,
enters her position with a strong
background in campus politics.
During her freshman year, Knall
served on the Social Committee
for Racial Issues, and plans to look
into racial problems at Wooster as
SGA President. During the past
year, Knall served on the Initiation
Week Committee and the
StudentTrustee Relations
Committee, as well as, a member
of SGA Cabinet and Campus
Council and Chairperson of the
Financial Affairs Committee.
As SGA President. Knall
hopes to help rectify student
apathy by "setting the stage for
increased student interest and
involvement" on campus. One
way she plans to do this is by
making the section issue more
apparent to independent students .
and faculty members alike.
Another issue Knall intends to
address to Wooster students
concerns the current controversy
regarding the college's decision to
keep a quarter system or change
w..--. l.
militarism in its many forms,
thereby giving more people the
chance to question personal
opinions and values, and possibly
aid in making moral judgements
about registration and the draft.
Currently. President Carter is
calling for the registration of men
and women ages 18-2- 0 for military
conscription. This act, along with
other bills now pending in both the
House and the Senate, (some
dealing with the registration of
persons between 18-26- ) throws
this moral issue into the forefront
of the concerns in the nation. For
those outside the age limits, the
presently proposed move towards
a five-yea- r increase in the military
budget reinforces the notion that
the issue involves everyone.
Regardless of where individuals
stand on this issue, the sponsors of
the forum hope for a large turn
rtut
Smith Joins Center
Paul Smith, a junior at the
College of Wooster, has been
named a Fellow of the Center for
the Study of the Presidency for
1979 80.
Smith was also appointed to
serve as a Co-chairpers- on of the
Eleventh Annual National Student
Symposium, to be held in
Washington. D.C. in April. The
symposium this year centers the
theme. The Presidency and
Priorities for the 1980's.
On campus. Smith is the
student manager of McGaw
No. 7
In- - addition to issues
immediately pertinent to College
of Wooster students, Knall would
like to investigate the possibility of
a student discount program in
cooperation with downtown
merchants, and holding a
convocation before SGA
elections that would be more
organized than the present
informal discussions --in the Lowry
Center Pit.
"I would like to thank all those
who supported me," stated Knall,
"and especially my friends on
Wagner fourth floor."
Buckey Elected
Vice President
The Student Government
Association's new Vice President
is first year student Krystin
Buckey. It is. unique for an
underclassman to hold a position
of such high responsibility, and
Buckey states that she is "looking
forward to a productive and .
exciting year."
During her high school years,
Buckey had extensive experience
in student government, and this
year, served as a representative to
.theGeneralAssemblyatWooster
Buckey ?il"0rT,Mlitdincreased communication and
cooperation between different
elements on campus, and stated
that, if elected, she would "devote
a lot of time and energy" to SGA.
"I would like to thank all the
people who encouraged and
supported me at the polls," stated
Buckey. "I will do my best to
represent the student's views and
fulfill the obligations of my office."
' Secretary for the 1980 81 GA is
Missy Betcher. Treasurer is
Carolyn Selby. New Chairperson
of the Financial Affairs Committee
is junior Rick Martin; Chair-
persons of the Social Affairs
Committee, and Student Services
and Special Projects are Chris
Oehl and Doug Sohn respectively.
Campus Council representatives
are John Talbot, Tom Litzler and
Judy Maxwell. Next week The
Voice will carry a story on the new
SAB chairpersons.' Lee Reynolds
and Pete Morgan.
for the Presidency
other activities. He transferred to
Wooster as a sophomore from
Claremont Men's College in
Claremont. California. His major
areas of. study are religion and
history. He plans to pursue a
career in Arts Management.
The Center for the Study of the
Presidency, based in New York, is
a scholarly institution devoted to
in-dep-
th examination of the
American Presidency. Through
varied programs, the Center
works for better government and
improved national leadership.
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The Perpetuation of Inequality
It is both frustrating and disheartening to hear the words of people who
aim to blot out all of the progress that the women's movement has made
in recent years. At a time when it is apparent that a balance between the
sexes is on the horizon, we hear The London Times degrade the symbol
of the women's movement and we hear Mary Daly condemn half of
humanity. Besides sounding foolish, their words, in separate ways,
damage the potential of the movement by obstructing the path to the
attainment of social equality.
Last week The London Times banished "Ms." from its printed page,
condemning it as a meaningless, ugly and an artificial word. In fact, when
the expression was first developed it did seem awkward and contrived,
but through the years it has been gradually accepted and assimilated to
be an appropriate and respected title. "Ms." now stands as a symbol for
the movement, declaring that no distinction should be made between
men and women. In response to The London Times' accusation that
"Ms." is 'arbitrary', any clear thinking individual who believed in social
equality would agree that it is the pointless, formal distinction of marital
status that Miss and Mrs. conjur which is arbitrary.
To the other extreme, Mary Daly, who spoke on campus last
Thursday, is a woman whose words injure the movement for equality
first by alienating both males and females and then by inverting the
basic goal of putting humanity on one level. Mary Daly never spoke of
people, together, united, striving, rather she was off on tangents refusing
to acknowledge men as people and intensifying the schism.
Between these points of frustration, it is then refreshing to hear from a
woman who lives with people, who appreciates people and who treats
men and women alike as human beings. Molly Haskell, who also visited
the Wooster campus last week, declared herself a film critic first, a
feminist second. Beyond that, she is a person with a positive perspective
toward the world, a perspective which will continue to generate positive
thinking and forward the cause of humanity. Her optimistic outlook was
one of appreciation - appreciation that changes can be made and have
been made in society. It was an outlook that considered men and women
together, as they should be considered.
After hearing Ms. Haskell, a woman with an impressive and keen mind
intertwined with a genuine feeling for people and for art, it is aggravating
to see the kind of progress she generates threatened with the backward
tendencies of The London Times or the perverted approach taken by
Mary Daly. The London Times has refused to acknowledge a simple
name, illustrating an inability to comprehend what is very meaningful,
very real and very beautiful in what it represents. In the same way, by
centering only upon the atrocities against women, Mary Daly has refused
to understand that history has shown enormous atrocities against all of
humanity. Now we must realize that those atrocities will be perpetrated
by just those kinds of people who are unwilling to acknowledge the lives,
identities and the rights of those around them, male and female.
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How Do You
To the College Community,
If you don't like apples, then
raise your hand! Now, look around
you. See, you're In a definite
minority. Most people like to eat
red, juicy and ripe apples. It's just
an American trait, you don't even
have to live in Michigan, though
that might ensure that you have a
steady supply of ripe apples for
winter at Wooster. Although How-
ard Raber and his colleagues in
Food Service do a highly com-
mendable job-- - if you don't believe
me spend a couple of semesters
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TIP US OFF!!!! WHEN NEWS
Like Them Apples?
eating at another schoo- l- their
winter quarter apple policy must be
revised.
Apples in our cafes have been
red and shiny, but this use of "red
dye 3, 7 or 97" (whatever apple
growers use now) can't fool me
once I bite into one. The sour taste
of unripe apples is not savored; the
sight of a green
.
core is not
appetizing. Nor does such fruit
clean your teeth as does a ripe
apple. I mean those 'ittle-bitt- y,
teeney-weene- y, hard pieces stick
between your teeth. You think
Keith Allen
Chris B.ikr ,mH P.mi Wfilcr
Mary Ann Woodie
Leslie Schwartz, Sue Mertz
Chrisii.ui (i-lp- r
HAPPENS, CALL EXT. 433.
Military Draft Supported
To the Editor.
First of all, I do not want' this
letter to be taken as criticism to
.those who have "voiced their
opinion in opposition to the draft;
everyone is entitled to their
OPINION, but these are the
COLD HARD FACTS.
To make a long story short.. .the
history of this world has
unfortunately been one of
aggression. There have always
been the conquerors and the
. conquered. As history proves, the
security of a nation depends on its
defense of itself, especially a large
rich nation. The only possible
assurance of a nation's security is
its military.
The recent international
problems, Iran, .Afganistan. etc.,
has made the world realize that
war is always possible. The U.S.
especially realizes this and knows
that the defense of the nation-th- e
military-i- s somewhat lacking. At
this point in time. America is too
vulnerable for its own good. The
"All Volunteer Military" is not
working sufficiently. This has been
indicated in many national
publications and compounded by
my own personal observations
during my five and a half years of
recent military service.
To many people the word
"DRAFT" means "Going to war".
To many it means an incon-
venience or hassle. What it really
you're gonna die!
I don't think it is too much to ask
that Food Service allow the apples
'to ripen before serving them.
Cause otherwise "them apples"
stick in the craw or stay on the
plate.
Respectfully Submitted.
"Sincerely Sour"
They is Mad!
.To the Editor,
We the guys of delta iota kappa
are really (really) mad about your
Voice's coverage of anti-sectio- n
stuff by the teachers what do they
care what we do huh we pay six
thousand dollars a year (plus dues)
to have the right to do whatever
we want (whenever we want to
whoever we want) have any of the
eeaeho teachers here ever gone
to a section do they ever come to
our parties no and what about
services to the community we're
equal members.
delta iota kappa
Stewart and Staff
Counseling Services for Those Making Draft Decision
According to Rev. Gordon Stew
art, Minister of Westminster Pres-
byterian Church, draft counseling
is being offered at Westminster
Church House on the South edge
of campus. The Session (the
governing body) of Westminster at
its monthly meeting last Monday
night gave strong support to Mr.
Stewart in his work of counseling
those who need more information
on registration and the Selective
Service System and those who
wish to become clearer about their
own position on questions of war
and peace. The church's Session
means is AMERICA'S FREE-
DOM. Without a drafting system
our future freedom could be very
' questionable. It would be great if
we could go out and hire some
Hessions or mercenaries to
protect our nation, but we can't. A
nation depends on its people and
their pride of that nation's
freedom. It isn't fair to sit back and
hope your neighbor volunteers his
or her services to the country so
you dont have to. They knight .
volunteer, 'but they may not be
enough. It takes time to organize a
strong military. We did it in W.W.
II, but with today's war technology
we wouldn't have the time to do it.
However, if the draft is put into
effect and you are selected, there
Refusal to Face Reality
Mars Efforts of Mary Daly
One must admire Mary Daly for her mind, her spirit, and most of all her
courage in expressing her convictions regardless and tnspite of
opposition or intolerance. Neither can it be disputed that women have
for centuries been oppressed by men and still have some distance to go
in the attainment of real equality.
The common individual engaged in this quest, however, tends to fall
prey to two fundamental shortcomings: the refusal to face reality and
inconsistency. These tendencies, sadly enough, flaw the efforts of Mary
Daly as well. - .
During the question and answer period which followed the lecture
(and which lasted six minutes with three questions, perhaps because of
the speaker's refusal to. acknowledge the questions of men). Daly
informed her audience ' that a woman cannot enter- - the field of
gynecology, an attempt to reform it. because it would necessitate her
giving out "poisonous medicines." She commented further that the best
alternative would be the re-instituti- on of the "wise women" of earlier
generations, who cured with herbs and spells. (Progress proffers many .
lessons, incidentally, one being that when most traditions die, it is
because they were replaced with something more effective.) "I am
healthy," Daly concluded, "and I intend to stay that way." The basic
problem with that outlook is that everyone "intends" to stay healthy.
Few people develop cancer from choice.
One woman student was heard to murmer as she left Mateer: "I wish
she'd get sick. I know that sounds terrible, but I wish she would." One
cannot help wondering (though hopefully most wouldn't voice it quite
that way) just what course Mary Daly would pursue if she were to
become inescapably ill. Which would triumph - her distrust of the
medical profession, or her desire for survival?
In her lecture. Daly condemned Rene Descartes. French philosopher
'and mathematician, and Isaac Newton, English philosopher and
mathematician and formulator of the laws of gravitation, for ignoring the
slaughter of thousands of women accused of being witches.
But Mary Daly must understand what it is to be caught up in one
mission, to be so committed to one cause and one end that all else
becomes inconsequential or irreleverit. What is Mary Daly's cause; what
is the focus of her mission - the freedom of women from the bonds of
oppression. Her lectures, her books, her articles - all concentrate on one
issue: women. When has she written on the plight of the boat people:
when has she lectured on the discrimination against blacks; when has
she fought to prevent the starvation of the poor in underdeveloped
countries? What is someone going to say 300 years from now about Mary
Daly, who was so wrapped up in her one cause that she never gave a
thought, must less an action, to any other issue? What was it she called
Sir Isaac - a little creep.'
at Westminster Church House Offer
also voted to make the Assistant
Minister's office (now vacant)
available to be used by additional
counselors who will be recruited
by Mr. Stewart.
The role of the draft counselor is
to provide basic information and to
assist people in clarifying their own
moral position without imposing
the views of the counselor.
Those-intereste- d in information
about registration and the Selective
Service System and those who
would like to counsel with some-- '
one regarding their conscience
related to participation in the
as Necessary
are alternatives to the military.
You can support the country
nonmilitarily and still complete
your commitment. For inform-
ation write the FEDERAL
INFORMATION SERVICE.
WASHINGTON, DC. To inquire
about these programs requires no
commitment. But don't wait until
the last minute.
If it comes down to your turn,
don't run to Canada and stick your
--bead in the sand. Have enough
pride in yourself and your country
to fulfill your fair share of the
responsibilities for keeping our
country. ..OUR COUNTRY.
Thank you.
Randy Bell
College of Wooster Security
LAB
military may call Westminster
Church (campus phone. Ext. 398
or 399) for an appointment or
drop by Westminster Church
House. The Church House is
located at the corner of College
Ave. and Pine Street, directly
South of Hygeia and across Pine
Street from Myers House.
Dean Plusquellec has expressed
his appreciation to the church for
offering this needed service to the
.campus community and advises --
students desiring draft counseling
to contact the Church House.
MUMBLINGS
by Mike Lauber
If you thought the "Student
Handbook" of 1951-195- 2 was lots
of fun, youU love "Official
Information for Students of the
- College of Wooster 1917."
AH students were required to
attend daily chapel exercises and
Sunday morning services at
Westminster Church.
' A student incurring six
unexcused absences from daily
chapel exercises or three unex-cuse- d
absences from Sunday
morning church in any semester
.. shall be placed on special pro-
bation and his parents notified
of the fact. In case of further
inexcusable absence of either
kind during the semester his
continuance in the institution
shall depend upon a hearing be-
fore the Faculty.
As many people realize, the
education one receives at college
is a combination of academic
work, extracurricular activity and
communication with other people.
In recognition of this, the College
maintained the following policy:
A student who is engaged in
an extra curricular activity and
whose . class-wor-k on that
..account becomes unsatis-
factory will be required by the
Committee on Discipline to
diminish or discontinue such
activity.
As for social life, students not
living with their parents were
forbidden to attend "public
dances, nor dances in hotels or
faculty commen- t-
On Worthy
by Peter Havholm --
; The two events I bring to your
attention this week could not
contrast more sharply. Dr. Thalia
Gouma-Peterso- n of the Art
Department will speak about Alice
Neel's life and work on
Wednesday at 10, and General
William Westmoreland will speak
about the Vietnam war on Monday
at 8:15 in McGaw.
A favorite essayist of mine
suggests that the experience of art
can take us out of time. In art,
human form and feeling can
receive full value, a value the
demands of time so' rarely allow
for. Hurrying from one deadline to
the next, following the rules,
getting things done, we must deal
with people as obstacles or aids;
we must order or be ordered,
fitting others and ourselves into
useful, efficient slots that cramp
and distort our fully human forms.
The work of art, on the
contrary, explores and invites us
to apprehend the marvelous,
varied possibility of human nature
unbound by mundane prag-
matism. Like Dean HoHiday's
college where the play of ideas is
vigorous and free without regard
to immediate usefulness, art can
help us stop racing around and
through people, for a long instant,
to see the human spirit clearly.
Alice Neel will be 80 years old
this year. She has painted always,
but she achieved no recognition in
the art world until a one-woma- n
show when she was in her 60's.
She has yet to receive the
recognition Dr. Gouma-Peterso- n
believes she deserves. Because
her main interest is the human
figure '(as we will see next
Wednesday), she calls herself a
"Collector of Souls."
Years ago, I wrote down a motto
public halls." Wednesday evenings
were strictly reserved for religious
meetings and Fridays for Hterary
societies. All women had to be in
their dorms by 10:00 p.m. every
night.
Fraternities and sororities, as
we all remember, were banned
from the College in .1913. Any
student entering Woo U.
thenceforth was "obliged" to sign a
pledge promising never to become
united with or seek to maintain
such an organization in the
institution, under penalty of
expulsion.
Other evils were likewise
prohibited:
The use of tobacco, in any
form, in the College buildings or
.on the College grounds, is for-- -
bidden; also the use of intoxi--.
eating liquors as a beverage any-
where. Only such students shall
be admitted to the privileges of
living at Kenarden Lodge as
enter willingly into the following
agreement: "I hereby promise,
on my honor, that so long as I
am a resident in Kenarden
Lodge I will not use tobacco in
any form.
Many other minor absurdities
were prevalent in those days.
Studying on Sundays was
generally considered blas-
phemous. Walking on the grass
was not permissible. Off-camp- us
housing for women was forbidden.
Thank God we have no absurd
rules.....
Occasions
I saw in a Navy training film: "The
Navy is not a democracy; it is a
tool of democracy." The
metaphor's uncompromising
clarity pleased me. An
organization designed to fight will
be most effective as it is most like a
perfectly maintained weapon-eve- ry
part working precisely
according to design. If the trigger
of a machine gun decides to go its
own way, the weapon's efficiency
is considerably reduced.
One could argue that the most
efficient soldier is the least
individual, the least humane, the
least human. Michael Herr's
Dispatches, a brilliant book on the
Vietnam war, shows us man after
man losing touch with himself as
the war claims him. In Herr's book,
however, the people who are really
out of touch are those in
command. They are the ones most
likely to think of human beings as
blocks to be pushed about on a
map. "The Pentagon announced
today (December, 1967) that,
compared to Korea, the Vietnam
War will be an economy war,
provided that it does not exceed
the Korean War in length, which
means that it will have to end
sometime in 1968." And it was
General Westmoreland who saw
the light at the end of the tunnel
not long before the Tet Offensive.
Because of his position and his
war. General Westmoreland must
have had to ignore the humanity of
his men, to say nothing of the
humanity of the people who fought
him, most of the time. Dr. Thalia
Gouma-Peterso- n will tell us about
a woman who has spent a lifetime
understanding, preserving,
collecting souls. It is not often that
one has a chance in the same week
to experience two perspectives so
radically different.
ij iyLjip
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Simplicity: Where
Hast Thou Fled?
by Lee Merrill
This article is dedicated to the
offices in Galpin Hall, which
offered the inspiration.
Back in those complicated days
of once-a-wee- k baths and meals
for a ruckle, nineteenth century
philosopher Henry David Thoreau
took to the woods to learn how to
live life simply. Imagine one of our
modern-da- y
.
Wooster idealists
packing his belongings into a
Florence Wilson bookstore bag
and retreating to Miller's Pond.
Imagine the newspaper reporters,
zoning inspectors, and govern-
ment officials that wouldn't be far
behind. Today simplicity is not
only unfeasible; it is probably
illegal.
The complications of simplicity
find no better example than the
United States government.
Originally created to organize our
liberties, this Frankenstein of a
creation eats up those very
liberties. with taxes, ordinances,
and politicians' promises. And
what a tidy little monster
government is. First each liberty
was given a number: voila the
amendments. Then each
individual possessing a liberty was
given a number: social security.
Now, even questions about one's
liberties have a number: whether it
be the telephone number of a
government agency or the number
of a particular tax form. Mass
organization is like a maid hired to
clean a house who hires four other
maids to clean up after her.
The simplicity-smotherin- g
efficiency of mass organization is
not restricted to the national level.
Stacks of neatly labeled forms,.
"Take a number please" signs,
eager clerks with "I-can't-answer-that-qu- estion.
It's-not-m- y
department" smiles: Like the
invasion of the body snatchers, the
infiltration of mass organization
into our lives has deposited its
carriers everywhere.
Most frightening is that mass
organization is a criminal without a
conscience. No Cog in its wheel
takes responsibility for anything
more than its own specialized
task. No responsibility, no
conscience. If mass organization is
murdering our freedom, it
commits a perfect crime: no one
person can be held responsible.
Simplicity exists only in the
inevitability of man's fate. If man
one day tries to drop the reigns of
progress, he will find not that he is
guiding progress, but that
progress is hanging him.
Tickets for The Michael Stanley
Band concert are still available but
they are going fast. On sale now in
Lowry Center, tickets for College
of Wooster students cost only $5.
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The Internationalis- t- .
Tito: The End of an Era
guest editorial..
"If there is something worthy in this country, it is Tito." A very strong
statement made by Milovan Tzilats, an old colleague and today's biggest
enemy of Tito.
Over the past months Tito's health has been failing and his probable
death in the nearfuture raises the question: "After Tito, what?" The
Yugoslavs have already started to learn how to live without Tito, and an
optimistic proclamation by his colleagues promises that nothing will
change after his death.
"And after...?" is a classical question that has created an international
concern. "After Tito there will be Tito!" is the answer given by Stane
Dolans, former Secretary of the Union of Yugoslavian Communists, who
remains as an influential member of the party. Tito himself once stated, "I
can leave any day without any change occurring."
Yugoslavs, however, are anxious and grow restless. They have
become accustomed to living with an independent policy in a world of
tension between the political and military alliances of the super-power- s.
Declarations do not hide nor diminish the real feeling of disquiet that
exists during this period in Belgrade. People wonder what will be the
future of the country and of the general area of the Balkan States after
Tito. .
A member of the Communist Party said that this is a very bad time for
the country if President Tito dies. Yugoslavs are not afraid of the internal
condition of the country, but of the external tensions created by the
Soviet operation in Afghanistan. In Belgrade it is believed that there are
no long or short distances and they remain conscious of the fact that the
boundaries of Afghanistan and Iran are not that far away from the Balkan
peninsula.
A member of the Yugoslavian State Department in an interview given
to a Greek reporter, said that Yugoslavs are afraid that, "There will be
complications in the Balkan area which super-power- s have always
desired to control." He added, "We are afraid that there will be measures
taken against our country."
On non-offici- al levels, the fear is labeled as an invasion, and the power
who would take those measures against Yugoslavia is thought to be the
Soviet Union. Also foreign diplomats and. Yugoslav intellectuals question
whether Yugoslavia will be able to maintain nonalignment as its
international stature drops in the Post-Tit- o era. The balancing act
between East and West will become increasingly precarious in this
region after the death of Marshal Tito, who helped to found his country
as a counterbalance to the big powers.
A direct invasion of Yugoslavia by the Soviet Union cannot be
expected. But in the future, the national differences among the ethnic
groups of Yugoslavia could kindle strife and promote an invasion. The
question is how far the Soviet Union would permit Yugoslavia to slide to
the West. '
The nationalities problem will not flare up immediately but should
anything happen it would depend on the economic situation and upon
how well Tito's successor will manage the balance of power in the central
government.
"After Tito, there will be Tito." This doctrine of Titoism will survive and
will follow the principles of nonalignment. The people of Yugoslavia
united will fight any foreign aggression as they very successfully did
against the Nazis during World War II. The idea that foreign invasion is
something that must be fended off by any means is buried deep inside of
Yugoslavia and is reinforced through their education, songs, films and
defense alerts.
While the qreat Marshal Tito will go, his spirit, his thouqhts and his
principles will survive because the people of Yugoslavia love the great
man who gave them freedom, independence and the gift of Socialism.
Israeli Professor Makes Return Visit
by David Burton
Dr. Yehuda T. Radday. 67,
professor and Chairman of
Hebrew Studies at Technion
University in Haifa, Israel, visited
campus Tuesday, Feb. 19. As the
guest of Dr. J. Arthur Baird,
Professor Radday entertained
student questions during much of
the day on a variety of topics:
Judaism, Christianity, the Arab-Israel- i
conflict.
Dr. Radday has lived in
Palestine (now Israel) since 1932.
The university at which he teaches
has a total enrollment of
approximately 12,000 full-tim- e
students. Technion is considered
the "MIT" of Israel, but unlike its
counterparts in the United States,
it does not offer degree programs
in 'the Humanities. Any course of
study in the Hebrew tradition is
popular, but elective.
This is Dr. Radday's second visit
to Wooster since 1975. In that
year, he made an extended tour of
several technical institutes, such
as Massachusetts Institute of.
Technology (MIT) and Worcester
Polytechnic Institute (in Mass.), to
observe and discuss how studies
in Humanities are handled in those
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educational environments. Of his
tours he remarked, "I wish my own
institute would expand its field of
Humanities to the same degree
that it is here. I rather wish my
superiors would follow suit.
Among other things, it's a question
of budget."
Above his administrative duties
and research is Professor
Radday's love of teaching.
Nevertheless, his research studies
brought, him in contact with Dr.
Baird and the College. In 1971,
Professor Baird published the first
volume of a computer-aided- ,
critical concordance to the New
Testament. Dr. Radday arrived at
the idea of a roughly-similar- ,
computer-aide- d approach to the
books of the Old Testament one
evening. . "It was just a happy
idea..?a brain storm. It was a happy
idea because there are so few
competitors. No more than ten
scholars worldwide work in this
field."
He clarified that his computer-aide- d
project contribute very little,
in his view, to the interpretation of
the message of Old Testament
Hebrew texts. He quipped that
cont. on pg. 6
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Time Critic
by Richard C. Figge
Next week the Morris film series
on Ethics and Values in
Contemporary Films will conclude
with showings of Francis Ford
Coppola's The Godfather
(Monday, February 25, at 6:00 and
9:30 p.m.) and The Godfather,
Part II (Wednesday, February 27,
at 6:00 and 9:30 p.m.), in Mateer
Auditorium. On Thursday, Feb.
28, Richard Schickel, film critic for
Time and author of several
volumes of criticism and
commentary on film and popular
culture, will be on campus to
speak on The Godfather and on
values in films. In the afternoon at
3:00 p.m. in the Faculty Lounge
Mr. Schickel will hold an informal
discussion on contemporary films
with interested members of our
community. At 8:00 p.m. he will
speak on "The Godfather: The
Family and the Organization."
However much Hollywood films
have been attacked for their
slickness and for generally
confirming the status quo, their
technical excellence, their
SAB BRIEFS
As part of the Black History
Month program, three films will be
shown in Mateer Auditorium this
week. "The Lost Man" will be
showing on Sunday, February
24th at 8:30 pm, "Black History
Documentaries" on Tuesday, Feb.
26th at 8:30 p.m., and "The
Klansman" will be shown on Feb.
29th at 7 and 9:30 p.m. All films will
be shown free of charge.
General William West-
moreland will be speaking on "The
Origins and Imputations of
Vietnam" --in McGaw Auditorium
at 8 p.m. on Monday, Feb. 25th.
Previous to this lecture, there will
be a seminar with Westmoreland
in Lean Lecture room at 4 p.m.
Both will be free of charge.
Ecology Club Increases Awareness
Karen McCartney
In the commotion and frenzy
over the energy crisis America's
love affair, with the ecology crisis
has often been pushed to the side.
Not so at Wooster. The new
Ecology Club aims to increase
ecology awareness on campus and
in the community.
The club started as the idea and
dream of five refreshingly energetic
freshmen: Jeff Connelly, Ray
Donelick, Mark Ferguson, Mike
Miller, and Jim Willard. When
asked why the group organized
ess&s
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emotional power and ability to
capture their audiences'
imagination with gripping
narratives have inspired a whole
generation of serious young
filmmakers in Europe, from
Truffaut to Fassbinder.
Occasionally Hollywood produces
a film which succeeds as
entertainment and which raises
questions that will not let us go,
forcing us to consciously examine
the tacit values we live by. The
film, based on Mario Puzo's novel,
established Coppola as a major
director. The film deals with the
lives of a Mafia family with a
vividness and complexity that take
it beyond the confines of most
gangster pictures, so that we find
ourselves at once sympathetic and
appalled.
I hesitate to use the phrase "the
most important American film of
the 1970s" only because it
suggests a grimly serious message
stretched somehow over the
framework of a narrative film -- the
idea takes precedence over the
"Midnight Express" will be
shown tonight and tomorrow night
in Mateer Auditorium at 6 and 9:30
p.m. Admission is $1.
Workers are needed for the
Michael Stanley Concert on
February 29th. If you are
interested, please contact the
S.A.B. office. Thanks!
The Record Co-o- p WILL be
open from now on, on Tuesdays
and Thursdays from 4-- 7 p.m. It is
located downstairs in Lowry and
all welcome!
Thalia Gouma-Peterso- n will
present the convocation on
Wednesday at 10 a.m. in Mateer
Auditorium. The topic will be:
"Collector of Souls: the Art and
Life of Alice Neel".
Ray Donelick said. "Well, look at
Wooster; we think the community
and campus need to look around
at how they're taking care of
things." Mike Miller answered, "I
love the outdoors and have been
all over on trails...and I know what
it's like to see things messed up."
The club has already had
organizational, meetings with ' a
good response, petitioned and
received money from the SGA,
and are trying for a club charter.
Most importantly, they have been
cont. on pg. 6
:g'J3s Pizza
764 Pittsburgh
Avenue
"The Pizza with the Big Secret!
Made to Order - Cheese. Pepperoni, Sausage.
Mushrooms, Anchovies. Peppers. Onions
Unbaked pizza to go
Also Serving Italian - American Foods
WELCOME TO WOOSTER!
Come See Us:
Weekdays-5p- . m.-l- a. m.
Fri. Sat.-5p.m.-2a.- m.
Sunday Carry-Ou- t Only 5-1-2, Closed Tues.
"Godfather"
characters. But Coppola creates a
believable world and presents a
chilling vision and warning to all of
us-t- he best contribution, it has
been said, to our bicentennial.
One of the insights of the first film
was that the face of evil is not ugly;
the second film probes the
complete, spiritual corruption
implicit in that evil.
'Richard Schickel is a recognized
authority on films as well as other
aspects of popular
. culture and
social history. In addition to his
work as movie critic for Life and
Time, he is the author of Movies:
The History of an Art and an
Institution, The Disney Version, a
study of celebrity in America
entitled His Picture in the Papers
and several other books. He is also
a novelist and the writer, director,
and producer of the film series The
Men Who Made the Movies.
Midnight Express
Shown Saturday
Students are reminded that The
Deerhunter, originally scheduled
to be shown this weekend in
Mateer auditorium, has been
replaced by Midnight Express due
to the commercial re-releasi- ng of
The Deerhunter. Midnight
Express will be shown both Friday
and Saturday evenings at 7:00 and
9:30 ' p.m. This, an Academy
Award winning film, depicts the
story of a young American male
imprisoned after being caught in
an attempt to smuggle hashish out
of Turkey.
SGA BRIEFS
Ed Cerne, head of the power
plant, and in charge of building
maintenance spoke to the General
Assembly Monday night. He tried
to answer student questions on
building maintenance and
renovation, as well as listen to
student suggestions for future
projects.
The college lawyer is still
looking into the matter of whether
SGA can fund the Wooster
C.A.R.D.
The proposal for a non-programm- ed
co-e-d residence hall
was presented to the Board of
Trustees at their executive
meeting by the Dean's staff. SGA
should know next week whether
or not it was approved.
The Financial Affairs
Committee still has some funds to
be allocated for this quarter. If
your organization is interested in
funding, contact Katy Knall.
Thanks to everyone who
voted in Wednesday's election and
congratulations to the new
officers.
OB HUNTING?
Applications Now
Being Taken for
Voice Editorship
Applications are now being
accepted for the position of Editor-in-Chi- ef
of The Wooster Voice for
the 1980-198- 1 school year.
Responsibilities begin with the first
issue of Spring Quarter and
continue through the following
March.
Interested students should write
a letter of application, specifying
talents, capabilities and
experience, as well as ideas for
improvement in the newspaper,
and mail it to Charles Hurst,
Chairman of the Publications
Committee. All applicants will be
contacted for an interview with the comparable, the first piano sonata
Publications Committee. cont. on pg. 5
Record Co-o- p Promotes New Ideas
by Kevin Grubb
Though The Wooster Voice has
been running a Students Activities
Board advertisement all quarter
stating that the Record Co-o- p has
been open and doing business,
unbeknownst to the staff and most
of the student body, the Co-o- p has
been closed for the past seven
weeks due to DISConsolate
circumstances.
"Frankly, we're quite deeply in
the hole," confessed freshman Co-
op manager Stephen Gates. Gates
sees this quarter's success or
failure of the Co-o- p as a primary
determinant for the future of the
only campus record outlet. Thus,
armed with a platoon of Co-o- p
volunteer workers, Gates is
attempting to conquer the
reluctance of a somewhat-less-than-enthusiasti- c
body of student
record buyers.
Although the SAB Co-o- p will
operate basically- - the same as in
previous quarters, fundamental
changes within the organization of
the record shop have occurred.
"Money will be handled more
tightly," stated Gates, citing that
due to erroneous cash transitions
in the past, the Record Co-o- p is
faced with the arduous task of
making up for previous quarter's
monetary mistakes.
resume professionally, inS
Special student rates.
of your education, ex- -
. . 1 w
ZGet the Professionals in Your Corner!
tStaff includes doctorate psychologists and management
executives to prepare your
za way that gets results,
individualized presentation
...penence, and special interests, witn empnasis on
career motivation and unique skills.
SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE J
Pittsburgh Vocational Associates -
Resume Service Group - Box 434
Monroeville, Pa. 15146
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Mozart Finale
by Lisa .Vickery
Mozart enthusiasts will be given
their last opportunity this quarter
to indulge in a live performance of
some of the composer's work this
Saturday evening, as the Wooster
Symphony Orchestra presents its
second concert of the school year.
.
The orchestra, under the direction
of Nancy Buckingham, will
present a program consisting of
two Mozart pieces, the Symphony
No. 36 and Violin Concerto No. 4
in D, along with Edward Elgar's
Enigma Variations. This concert is
the whipped cream on the parfait
layers of chamber concerts in the
continuing Mozart Festival series.
For a finishing touch. The
Marriage of Figaro will be
presented in the spring as a cherry
top.
The final, informal chamber
concert for the Festival was held
last Sunday afternoon. A relatively
large crowd gathered for a
program ot instrumental music
that was, overall, very pleasant
and entertaining.
Amy Breneman opened the
concert with Mozart's Sonata in D
Major, a delicate piece given a
delicate touch by the pianist.
While the performances were
Another problem Gates hopes
to rectify is lack of student interest
in the Co-o- p. As the record
industry finds itself abysmally in
the red due to impotent sales, .
standard list prices on albums
continues to soar in the hopes that
the music industry will be able to
offset its debts. Current Co-o- p
proces for a newly-release- d single
album range between $5.57 --
$6.35, over two dollars less than
the standard price. Though the
Co-o- p presently offers top rock
albums to students, most albums
or tapes of any musical genre can
be ordered for students through
the Co-o- p without additional
charges. In addition to records,
the Co-o- p also markets blank
tapes and record safety products.
"You name it. 111 sell it," Gates
commented.
If winter Record Co-o- p sales are
optimistic, tentative plans are in
process to incorporate other
things into the Co-o- p besides
records and tapes. Such items.
Gates said, could be a selection of
music-oriente- d T-shir- ts and
posters, with an outside chance
that a Ticketron would also be
installed. Should these plans
actualize, the rejuvenated Co-o- p
would be open five days a week,
three days during lunch and twice
a week during dinner.
Currently, however, the Record
Co-op'- s primary concern is to
motivate students to take
advantage of what it is offering.
Gates is optimistic about the
future of the Co-o- p. Td like to see
the Record Co-o- p break even and
be a store for Wooster
students. ..winter quarter will
determine whether , the store
spring quarter will be a reality."
Gates encourages student ideas
regarding the Co-o- p and stresses
that all interested people contact
him at the Student Activities
Center in the basement of Lowry
Center, or through inter-campu- s
mail. Winter quarter Co-o- p hours
are Tuesday and Thursday from 4-- 7
D.m. .
"Women Must Choose," Daly Proclaims
.
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said, "belongs to the tradition of
those who refuse to accept the
woes of wooed women.
In colleges and universities,
Daly said, our minds and ideas are
fragmented. "The key to creativity
is seeing connections that are not
apparent," and that is a part of thejourney'. It involves a movement
through three passages.
The first is myths and language.
"We must begin hearing language
differently," Daly told her
audience, and then it becomes
what George Orwell in 1984
termed doublespeak, newspeak:
speech involving -- a "movement
directly from the larynx without
ever entering the mind...New-spea- k
is patriarchal speech."
Words such as research, for
example, Daly said, when heard
differently become amusing in
their application. Institutions do
not research, she said, they re-
search. Universities speak of
recovering women's history, and
"that's exactly what they're doing -re-
-covering it." The word charm
originally meant the power of a
witch to cast a spell. Now it is used
in terms like "charm school." One
definition of a spinster is a woman
who spins, who "weaves cosmic
tapestries," who ravels and
unravels, knots and unknots. It
also means to spin on the heel, to
whirl, Daly said - and look at its
present-da- y connotations.
The second deadly deception,
Daly continued, is the myth.
"Myths and symbols are self-fulfilli- ng
prophesies.. .If people
believe it...they will act it out."
Societies generate myths, she
said. Males dominate, so God is
Symphony Concert Closes Festival
cont. from pg. 4
was a slightly more interesting
piece in its own right than the
second sonata, which was played
by Ann Weber, guest artist for the
program.
Between the piano sonatas, a
string quartet with Robert
Hamilton, Jeanine Henke, Heidi
Rian and Joseph Hruby performed
what was the finest composition
among the four selections of the
concert. This quartet in C Major,
dne of seven Mozart quartets
dedicated to Haydn, is nicknamed
"the Dissonant." It stands as being
atypical for its time and, as Robert
Hamilton stated in a brief
introduction, tended to "outrage"
18th century listeners. The mild
dissonances, mild in 20th century
terms that is, particularly in the
swelling chords of the opening
section, cast hues that set the
piece far apart from the
predictable tones and line
movements of the bulk of Mozart's
other work.
The final piece can be set in a
category even further away from
Mozart's standard chamber
music, but not unintentionally. The
Mozart Festival has been designed
to take on a casual, lighthearted
aura and to emphasize this point
the program closed with Ein
Musikalischer Spass, "a Musical
Joke".
The Musical Joke, which is
perhaps as much of a good-humore- d
satire by Mozart of
himself as it is a satire of any
particular composer, is meant to
be an example of simple-minde- d,
clumsy composing. The piece
plays its often subtle, frequently
obvious tricks through combina-
tions of musical stripes and plaids
imaged as male, which means male
is God, and so on, creating a
vicious circle.
Christianity is the greatest
myth. "Patriarchy is itself the
religion of the world," Daly said.
The earth is characterized by
necrophilia, by an obsession with
the dead and with sex.
The trinity is the "ideal all-me- n
society," Daly said. We are told
"women are supposed to be under
the holy spirit - he's feminine."
In the gynecocentric society
Daly proposes, however,
necrophilia is contested by
biophilia, love of life, and a "triple
goddess" reigns, different from the
trinity. The image for the Christian
trinity is a triangle, "all closed in
and going nowhere," she said, the
"changeless god...If you believe in
such a god," Daly informed her
listeners, "you deserve clones."
The image of the triple goddess, on
the other hand, is a forked road,
with each path leading to another
fork, and so on, until it resembles a
tree more than a triangle. The
statues of Hecate, Greek goddess
of witchcraft, she said, were
always placed at crossroads.
"God legitimizes the necro- - '
philiac society," Daly said,
speaking of the crucifix. What
originally was a "beautiful,
powerful tree" is now "two sticks
with a decaying thing hanging on
them." It is no coincidence that the
first atomic bomb was blasted on
Trinity Site, Daly said. She visited
the site to see the museum of
nuclear weapons (driving down .
Trinity Blvd. to get there), where
she was met by "token women
guides" and taken on a tour, the
climax of which was an exhibit
in all colors, purposely clashing
from segment to segment. The
composition for six players joins
unlikely and unappealing
modulations with continually
repeated and overtly simplistic
melodies, interrupted occasionally
by inappropriate cadenzas. By the
smiles on their faces it was
apparent that the musicians
themselves enjoyed telling this
joke as much as the listeners
enjoyed hearing it told. But after
hearing this piece one cannot help
but wonder. Perhaps some of our
modern composers
. are pulling
similar stunts and, unlike Mozart,
have forgotten to let us in on the
gag.
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featuring the replicas of two
bombs dropped over Hiroshima,
prefaced by a plaque reading:
"These two bombs represent the
greatest scientific achievement of
all time."
"I suggest that we live in a time
of extremity," Daly said. "We live
literally on a planet where life is
being raped to death.. .Our sister
the earth is being raped, by nukes, '
by bombs... Symbolically
speaking, the goddess is being
murdered over and over again.
"When I talk about the rape,
murder, dismemberment of the
goddess, I am talking about the
rape, murder, dismemberment of
living, real women's mind, spirit, '
and bodies."
The second passage is the
somber part of the journey, Daly
said, the sado-ritu- al syndrome.
She focused on five atrocities
committed against women
throughout the centuries: 1)
widow burning, 2) Chinese foot
binding, 3) African genital .
mutilation, 4) European witch
burnings, and 5) American .
gynecology.
The first, Daly said, was a Hindu
practice of burning or burying the
woman alive when her husband
died. She was held responsible for
his death. Books today describe it
as a "custom," Daly said, adding:
"Was the Holocaust a Nazi
'custom?"
The practice of foot binding was
prevalent for nearly 1000 years,
she said. A shoe worn by the
women of that time was "literally
three inches long. ..The girl would
never again walk or run," Daly
said. "They hobbled from
mutilated, gangrenous stump to
stump.:.They were carried by
servants, leaned on servants,
leaned on walls..." One scholar
cited by the speaker wrote on the
subject titled: "Chinese Foot
Binding: A Curious Erotic
Custom." That kind of language,
Daly said, dulls the mind.
African genital mutilation is
sometimes euphemistically,
deceptively called female
circumcision," Daly said, but what
it was was actual mutilation. The
external genitalia were removed
"with a razor blade, a piece of
broken glass, a rusty tin can," and
the children's limbs bound
together until it healed. Then a
small hole was cut open for
urination and intercourse, cut
open further at childbirth, and
then sewn up again, so that the
"girl was always at the mercy of the
little knife." One male historian
X 9t
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called it a "rite of sexual
differentiation," Daly said, on the
same level with differences in
dress and hair styles.
European witch burnings
reached their peak during the
renaissance, Daly said, that period
so often referred to as the "rebirth
of humanism." The - figure
feminists agree upon as having
been slain is nine million. One nun
was tortured by the Catholic
church for being a lesbian, Daly
said, and on the document
describing her torture was
inscribed: "For the greater glory of
God." One book published in 1972
termed the witch trials
"therapeutic for society."
And Descartes and Newton,
Daly said, "the little creeps.. .the
pusillanimous little men" were
silent about it. She cited one
historian as having said: "Why
should they have courted trouble
over so peripheral an issue?"
The most recent atrocity
against women is American
gynecology, Daly said. In the late
19th century, the "tentacle of the
patriarchy" reached out to
squelch the rising women's rights
movement. Intent on controlling
the sexual activities and
intellectual well-bein- g of women,
men sought 'cures' such as female
castration, Daly said, "the removal
of - normal, healthy ovaries to
'tame' women... thousands of
women." A rest cure was devised,
where the woman was reverted to
a stage of total dependence and
then "re-raise- d and recycled...
taught to make the will of the male
her own.. .It destroyed them for
life."
These atrocities continue, Daly
said. Not so long ago, women
obediently took DES to prevent
miscarriages and as a result
"hundreds of thousands" of
daughters are in pre-cancero- us
conditions today. Doctors have
admitted to giving menopausal
women carcinogenic medication,
Daly said. Women have died from
Give Your Tan A ff
Head Start For
Come to Design Tan
before you go on your Spring Break.
. Start your tan now so you can have fun on
the beach without burning. Later, when you
come home, we will help you keep your
tan from fading.
Special Discount
for'
Students
20 VISITS ONLY $2000
DESIGN TAN
The Newest Thing In Wooster
Available only at
345 N. Market
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taking the pill. "American
gynecology is in line with the other
atrocities," Daly said.
As the pattern emerges, the
speaker continued, no one can
excuse herself from seeing it.
Women must be able to put the
segmented parts together and
move into passage three - that of
spooking, sparking, and Spinning.
It is a matter of "understanding
gestures and remarks," Daly said,
"smiles, smirks, attempts to 'cure'
us. ..kill us, lobotomize us.
Spooking means speaking
back. ..so we can exorcise them,
leave them behind."
Sparking involves the women
who have the courage to go
beyond, "to create a room of their
own," Daly said, "with a loom and
a broom of their own."
Spinning has to do with the
weaving of "crone-centere- d
tapestries. ..We must think of
ourselves as crones, hags, lesbians
- not demure little feminists," Daly
said. ,
We have a choice between
being wild and being tame,
between superliving and subliving.
she said. To be wild means to "live
in a state of nature.. .not tamed or
domesticated, growing and
produced without the aid and care
of men." To be wild is to be
"fantastic, visionary, savage,
rebellious!, .not subjected to
restraint or regulation. ..not
accounted for by any known
theory." To be tame is to be
"useful to man. ..subject to
cultivation.. .subdued, dull, mild,
insipid... ."
In a patriarchy every male has
his own battery, the speaker said,
but women provide the energy.
"The choices are quite clear. It is
time for us to withdraw that energy
for ourselves and for ourselves
and for our sisters." If man can
survive without it, that is good,
Daly said. If not - that is his
problem.
Spring Break!
264-224- 9
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Classifieds Classifieds
HELP WANTED
WANTED: Student assistants for
Adirondacks Program. Exper-
ience with canoeing, hiking, and
camping ' necessary- - Kind of
experience preferred: NOLS,
Outward Bound. Southwest Field
Studies. Adirondacks Program,
Ability to lead a group of ten
students in camping and canoeing
skills and to assume responsibility
for planning some details of the
trip. Knowledge or skills in some,
but not necessarily all of the
following areas: orienteering,
ability to teach ropes for climbing
and rappelling; assist with biology,
geology, philosophy, or land use
history aspects of the course, and
first-ai- d skills. Must be available
Aug. 19 - Sept. 10. Contact Ron
Hustwit. ext. 485 or 264-560-8. by
Feb. 17.
Editorial cartoonists needed for
The Wooster Voice. Contact Lisa
Vickery. Box 3187 or ext. 433
weekday afternoons.
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SERVICES
ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Lowest fees.
ADC accepted. 513 West Market
St. Call toll free 1800-36-2 9150.
TYPING AVAILABLE -- For
professionally typed I.S.'s and
papers at very reasonable rates
call Lynn Scoles. 264-064-9.
WORD PROCESSING gives the
professional edge for your I.S.
papers, reports, publications, PhD
theses, and resumes. Contact
Wooster Computer Services, 262-321- 1.
FOR SALE
Spinet-Consol- e Piano
Wanted: Responsible party to take
over low monthly payments on
spinet piano. Can be seen locally.
Write credit manager: P.O. Box
537. Shelbyville, Ind. 46176.
BARGAINS
Classified advertising in The
Wooster Voice is still a.bargain.
$1.50 for 15 words or less, 5 for
each additional word. Attention,
students! Special student discount
rate also available. $1 for 15 words
or less, 5t for each additional
word. Send payment with ad to
Voice. Box 3187 by Tuesday
before publication.
PERSONALS
What do Bulova, Norelco, Olivetti,
Texas Instruments, Toshiba and
Yorx have in common? Riverside
International.
Shop: Monday thru Saturday 9:30 to 5:30;
Friday evenings until 9; Wednesdays until 5:30
Shop ANNAT'S
Department Store
Serving Wooster
and Wayne County
for 100 Years
Four Roots of
Men's, Women's and Children's
Apparel and Home Furnishings
e VUV
SUMMER HELP WANTED.
Murray Hotel, Mackinac Island,
Michigan needs cooks, bar-
tenders, maintenance, pianists,
and personnel for rotation
between food preparation,
wahressing, and housekeeping.
Full time housekeeping available.
Send complete resume, work
experience, recent photo, social
security number and first and last
day available to work to 3312
Green Rd., Ann Arbor, Mich.
48105. Continuously hiring
through September.
Good Mrchandle Our Business And Pleasure Sine 1879
Public Square; Wooster, Ohio
Off Campus
Yuaoslavia is a country encom
passing three religions, eight na-
tionalities, six republics and an
endless variety of cultures,' cli-
mates, topographies, and stand-
ards of fcving. In Yugoslavia one
can see both Alps and beaches,
Muslim, Roman Catho&c, and
Greek Orthodox followers, the
East and the West, diversity and
unity.
Besides classroom study there is
the all-import- ant experiences with
Yugoslavians themselves. Nancy
Duncan, a College of Wooster
student who spent the fall in
Yugoslavia speaks with great
fondness of die people and the
land. ' "In the classroom rela-
tionships are very formal, but when
1 went to the home of a friend they
welcomed me, introduced me to all
the relatives, fed me, and were so
glad to have me stay." She also
spent time with other American
students and at the consulate. But
mainly she made the effort to get
to know Yugoslavians. They are a
very special people. They love to
sit in these - tiny coffee houses
where we ate paladnka (some-
thing like a crepe), and other
desserts, or go to a movie or disco.
They love their discos.
Students receive four and a half
credits for their work in Yugoslavia,
including one history and credit for
the language culture sequence.
The program lasts roughly four
months from August to December
and students have a chance to do
some traveling on their own within
Yugoslavia or to other parts of
Europe.
Despite the differences among
the population the Yugoslavians
are a fiercely patriotic and national-
istic people. They remember the
chaos of World War II and a civil
war of their own in becoming
Communist. They are glad not be
Soviet and to have their own
Grace's Wine
Shoppe
248 W. North Street
262-586- 6
PIPESCOMIX
vALL HAMMING'S
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WINE BOTAS
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International Dancing Party in Lowry
Promises to be Educational and Fun
by Margaret Poethig
The International Dance
Festival sponsored by Babcock
International House, promises to
be a major campus event this year.
At 9:00 on Friday evening,
February 22, Lowry Center
Ballroom doors will open to a
world of cultural activity. A
conglomeration of Greek,
Swedish, Peruvian, Turkish,
Filipino and other folk dances will
in Yugoslavia
independence.
.
They are pro-Americ- an
and are proud of the
part they play in world affairs.
Most important to the Wooster
student is the personal growth that
comes from living in a new land
and learning a new language. l
liked the way It made me look at
Americans," says Nancy. She also
appreciated the Yugoslavian life-
style: They are so much more
relaxed; they don't have this whole
Protestant work ethic I learned to
look through a Croatian's eyes."
Nancy concluded; "Just talking
about it makes me want to go
back." If others are interested, she
will be presenting slides and more
information about the program this
Tuesday. Feb. 26. at 9 p.m. in
Babcock Lounge.
Radday Visits
cont. from pg. 3
one of his problems is "to find
people who are mad enough to
engage in this study." But also, at
his university, "innate opposition
from colleagues and (those) in the
liberal arts disdain this approach.
Of course, disdain is mutual, and
those in the exact sciences look
down on them."
Professor Raday has also met
with Wooster students while
serving as lecturer during Study-Trave- l
Seminars in Israel directed
by Dr. Baird (1971. 1974. 1978).
His most recent visit to Wooster
confirms his previously-hel- d
impression of the College: "This is
a lovely place, and I feel very much
at home because of the Bairds and
the . warm welcome I get from
faculty and from astonishing, alert
students."
Ecology Club Increases Awareness j
cont. from pg. 4
developing a network of communi-
cation with other groups on
campus and in town. "We want to
know as much as we can and get
everybody working together," says
Ray. They are working to start a
local Explorers Post have looked
into service projects such as stream
reclamation and planting trees -- on
the golf course, and hope to do
on Fiv DOLtAR fm
THIS AD
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1ST
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be performed and taught to the
guests who will be encouraged to
participate. -
Residents at Babcock have
been enthusiastically preparing for
the event. Flags, which will
decorate the ballroom, were
created by the residents at a
' cooperative flag-makin- g party. AO
enjoyed replacing their Bic
ballpoints with colorful Crayola
crayons ' for an hour break from
their studies.
The program will start with the
more conservative European
dances. But as guests relax and
the excitement and participation
increases, everyone will be
swinging their hips in a Belly
Dance and grunting in the Gorilla
Walk. Come in your most festive
attire and join the fun this Friday.;
Participate in making the
International Dance Festival an
established annual event!
Faculty Continues
Semester Debate
cont. from pg. I
e. music group performance
courses wiO receive H course
credit with a maximum of a
total of 1 course credit toward
the minimum number of
courses required for
- graduation.
This proposal does not take into
consideration the possibility of .
credit "being awarded for
laboratory work, an issue which
has also come up in the past during
curriculum and calendar
discussions.
Following that debate, . on
Thursday a survey will "be
conducted at "the entrances of the .
dining halls in an attempt to '
determine the general mood of the
students; whether or not they
favor a change, are contented with
the quarter system, or if they care.
Next Tuesday, the Educational
Affairs Committee will sponsor a
debate on the issue of the change
to semesters at 6:15 in the Pit,
where both students and faculty
members will participate.
some recycling, perhaps helping
the plant behind the stadium
This week they worked with a
Dr. Houston from the OARD.C
in posting petitions for Spangier
Park and bringing them to the
attention of the town. Spangier, a
relatively small woodland park
outside town, is threatened by a
permit for snowmobiling. They
hope that by working with com-
munity protest groups this will be
banned.
Here on campus the club is
planning to cooperate both with
the Sierra Club and the Energy
Committee. As Mike said, "My
main concern still is energy and the
gas those snowmobiles are wast-
ing." The group is also interested in
sponsoring films and speakers.
The club still is not a total reality.
Though this quarter they are a
great deal in the planning stage,
they will have projects and more
excitement this spring, meaning
they need people and money. This
Saturday night they will be in the
Cage, trying to raise some funds.
Finally, stay alert for news of
' meetings. Through these they
hope to find campus interest and
willing hands with no lack of
energy for the ecology cause.
-- 4
--4
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Princes Knock Scots from Tourney
By Eddie Zombie and Jeff Wagner
Despite a rocky regular season
ending, and an opening tourna-
ment loss to Heidelberg, the
Fighting Scot basketball team gave
many fans bright ideas for next
year's program. Wooster ended
the 1979-198- 0 season with a
10-1- 4 record as they lost at
Heidelberg Monday night 81-7- 4.
Early last week the Scots played '
Wittenberg, ranked number one in
Division III. If Wittenberg was the
top team in the nation, the Scots
were number two on this particular
night. 'Trailing by 10 at the half,
Wooster roared back to take the
Tigers to the wire, but time ran out
and the Scots were handed a
64-6- 0 loss.
The Scots earned the respect of
the 2,629 in attendance, including
Wittenberg coach Larry Hunter,
"Wooster played us as tough as
anyonethis year. I was impressed
with their performance.
Wittenberg, who is favored to
win the Ohio Athletic Conference
Tournament this weekend at Tim-ke-n
Gymnasium, was led by star
guard Brian Agler. Agler scored 20
points and controlled the Tiger
offense down the nail biting stretch.
Later in the week die Scots lost
their last regular season game to
Marietta 85-8-0. In this game, the
Scots did their battling without the
services' of leading scorer Jim
Burns. Burns was benched in the
first half for uninspirarJonal play.
Burns' lack of hustle caused Coach
Al Van Wie to bench- - the senior
star for the second half.
Wooster still managed to take
Marietta to an overtime period.
Trailing by eight with 1:33 remain-
ing. Bob Darkey and Chris Thomas
sparked a comeback which saw
Aaron ZoUars swish a 15 footer
with three seconds remaining for a
69-6-9 score.
In the overtime period, the
Pioneers were just a little too tough
at the foul line. They hit 7 of 8 in
the last two minutes to ice the
game. Quinney Carter, playing in
his last Marietta home game, was
.the star with 26 points and 13
rebounds.
The Scots were paced by Gib
Tecca with 24 points, and 13
boards of his own. Tecca was
joined in double figures by Lee
Svete (12) and Doug Fries (12).
A bright spot for the Scots was
the play of Zollars. Filling in for
Burns. Zollars responded with 14
points. Zollars played J.V. most of
the year and many fans could be
heard mumbling, "Where has he
been all year."
"Despite these two losses, the
Scots were playing excellent ball
r ri.!-- T .- -Iriuir I icivuiConsultants
346 E. BOWMAN ST.
For Your Convenience
Must off the College Campus
For ALL Your Travel
Inquiries and Needs
CALL
264-65- 05
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305
going into the O.A.C. tournament.
Minus Jim Burns, Wooster traveled
to Tiffen to tangle with Heidelberg.
Burns decided to close out the year
a little early by not reporting back
to the team after the Marietta loss.
The Scots registered 125 on
the effort meter, but a "1" in the
standings. Wooster can definitely
be proud of their effort in the 81-7- 4
loss. Tecca paced the Scots once
again with 20 points and seven
rebounds. Ray Halfhill and Chris
Thomas combined for 22 points
from the other post position.
Heidelberg took an early 25-1- 0
lead. However, with the constant
hustling of Lee Svete, and Zollars
hot second half shooting perform-- '
ance, the Scots took the lead
54-5-3. The .lead swayed back and
forthihe rest of fte way. However,
the Student Princes, led by Brett
Freshour and Kurt Anderson! were
just a little too tough to overcome.
Both players had 18 points and
Kemp Leads
Strong Finish
by Kathy Blood
The College of Wooster wo-
men's track team just missed
winning the five team indoor
invitational at Otterbein College,
Friday, Feb. 15. The Scotties places
only Vi point behind Baldwin-Wallace- ,,
a powerhouse in wo-
men's track. The final team score
was Baldwin-Wallac- e 41, Wooster
40Vi, Kenyon 34V2, Otterbein 19,
and Capital 9.
Coach Hunter was pleased with
the outcome of the meet, though
disappointed that
,
the Scotties
could not hold off Baldwin-Wallac- e
in the final point count. "It looked
like we had beaten B-- W, but a
closer look at the scoring showed
them to be a half point ahead of
us."
Charlene Kemp led the Scotties
by placing first in the long jump
and 60 yard hurdles. She also
anchored the winning four lap
relay team of Charlotte Inforzato,
Charlotte Robinson, and Pam
Willis. Kemp also placed second in
the 60 yard dash. Teammate Pam
Willis also did a fine job in the
sprinting department. Willis
grabbed a second in the 300 yard
dash and a fourth in the 60.
Molly Rudman and Charlotte
Robinson led the middle distance
runners. Rudman secured a sec- -
ond in the 600 yard run, while Sue
. Freshour also contributed 9 assists.
Coach Van Wie was disappoint
ed with the loss, but optimistic. "No
one can say we didn't try tonight.
We will be back in the thick of the
O.A.C next year."
Written months ago ' in this
column was the opinion that the
Scots would create excitement this
year and build their own team
image. There is no doubt that this
tight knit group has done this. It
doesn't take an Einstein or a
student with a 3.7 GPA to figure
out that the Scots are just
beginning, and will provide -- even
more excitement next year.
SCOT SIDELIGHTS: The Woo-
ster basketball team would like to
thank the following groups of
people for their support this yean
The Downtown Rebounders, the
cheerleaders, the Wooster Pep
Band, and of course, the student
body.
Scotties to
at Otterbein
Roberts was a close third. Robin-
son earned a second in the 440
and a fourth in the 880. behind
teammate Rachel Swanger who
placed third. Roberts. Rudman and
Robinson were joined by Heather
Murphy and went on to place
second in the Mile Relay.
Other point scorers were: Penny
Price, who came in fourth in the
two mile; Kathy Blood who placed
third in the 1000; and Sally Barton
who placed third in the shot put.
"The rivalry is strong between
Wooster and Baldwin-Wallac- e in
women's track," said Hunter.
"They won this battle by the
smallest of margins, but we're
waiting to gain revenge at the Ohio
Wesleyan Small College Invitation-
al meet on March 1. We will also
look forward to running head to
head against them in the upcoming
spring season."
The Scotties will travel to
Kenyon Friday, Feb. 22, where
they will meet Kenyon and
Heidelberg.
THE
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Jinx or Not, Wittenberg Still Heavy
Favorite to Win OAC Crown
There have been certain
disadvantages to being the Ohio
Conference's regular season cage
champion when the league's post-
season tournament opened.
Only nine times in the past 20
seasons has the team which won
or shared the regular season crown
survived the tourney. It has been
seven seasons, since the 1973-7- 4
campaign, that a team has cap-
tured both the round robin and
tourney titles.
Head coach Larry Hunter,
whose Wittenberg Tigers captured
the 1979 80 OAC regular season
championship in a convincing 13-- 0
fashion, isn't fearing any jinx or
letdown as his team prepares for
Wednesday's second round of
tournament play at Otterbein. -
"This time of year, all of the
games are going to be close as it is
everyone's last opportunity." pre-
dicted Hunter, who guided Witten-
berg to last year's tournament
championship. "The tournament
means a lot to us. The tournament
winner is the official conference
champion. Our players have a lot
of pride, and their goal right now is
to win the tournament."
Wittenberg, 23-- 1 overall, has
won 15 consecutive games since
dropping an 88-8- 7 decision to
Ashland on Dec. 19. Last week the
Tigers moved into first place.
ahead of two-tim- e Division III
champion North Park, in the
NCAA pod. Hunter does not feel
that his team has peaked, however.
I think we re right on schedule,"
countered the coach. "We reached
a plateau period during the middle
of the conference schedule, but in
the last week or so we have started
improving again. We've been
reminding ourselves about funda
mentals. The enthusiasm is there
again in practices.
Hunter's first Wittenberg team,
in 1976-77- , won the NCAA
262-
418 N.
Division III national championship
despite losing in the second round
of the Ohio Conference tourna-
ment to Ohio Wesleyan. He
acknowledges that this year's team
is "trying to learn from 1976 77"
when approaching the OAC
tourney.
He is reluctant to compare this
year's team with his 1977 national
champions, except to note that
"that team won it and this team
hasn't." He does concede that this
year's team has "a little more
depth, more offensive firepower
and overall better defensive quick-
ness." however. All NCAA talk has
been tabled for the time being, he
noted.
OAC DATA: WITTENBERG's
unblemished 13-- 0 conference
record is the 15th perfect league
season ever recorded, 12 of which
have occurred in pairs. Last year
Baldwin-Wallac- e was 13 0 Wit-
tenberg was the last team to win
both the regular season and
tournament titles. In 1973-7- 4 the
Tigers tied Muskingum for regular
season honors, then beat Ohio
Northern in the championship
game of the OAC tourney Ken- -
yon's SCOTT ROGERS (Cincin-
nati) moved into fifth place on the
OAC career scoring list with 2088
points, and should top the 2100
mark before closing his career. Just
ahead of him with 2156 points is
former Lord. John Dunlop, who
like Rogers, wore uniform number
14.....Rogers, who has all but
wrapped up his third straight
OAC scoring title, dropped to third
place in last week's NCAA rank-
ings, but has tournament play In
which to continue his bid for a
second straight national crown
QUINNY CARTER (WellsvilJe) of
Marietta was ranked ' 14th in
scoring.
STYLING & HAIRCUTS
FOR
MEN & WOMEN .
3166
MARKET
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The
Wooster-In- n
A Place for
Excellence in Dining
May We Suggest
The Veal Oscar
Hours: 5 - 8 p.m. Reservations: 264-234- 1
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Wrestlers Gear for Best
At OAC Championships
The College of WoosteT wrest-
ling team split two matches last
weekend at Capital University in
Columbus.
The Scots defeated Case West-
ern 24-2- 1 in the first match, then
were soundly defeated by host
Capital. 43-7- .
John Srock (177) and Pete
Meyers (142) posted wins for the
Scots over Case opponents. Srock
downed Phil Speros 8-- 3 while
Meyers recorded an 8-- 5 decision
over Tim Cashioly.
Against Capital, Srock again
performed well but had to settle for
a tie. Rob Lavallee decisioned his
Crusader foe to complete the Scot
scoring in the nightcap debacle.
"Srock did another fine job,"
said head coach Bob Yomboro.
"And Rob looked real good in that
second match (against Capital)
The Scots will wrap up the
season this weekend at the OAC
championships at Berea.. "We
realize we're not in a position to be
a contender yet," admitted Yom-
boro. "I'm looking for a good
performance and continued im-
provement from our wrestlers."
No less than five teams will be
contending for the title while two
individuals will try for the record
books in the 27th annual Ohio
Conference wrestling champion-
ships this weekend at Berea.
Ohio Norther en to a slight
favorite to regain the team title
over defending champion Mus-
kingum, Capital, Mount union and
host Baldwin-Wallac- e in the Feb.
22 23 tourney.
Seniors Steve James of Marietta
and Ken Wilcox of Mount Union
win try to become only the second
and third wrestlers in- - conference
history to capture their fourth
individual crowns.
James will also try to close his
college career unbeaten in regular
season competition. The only
losses on the Columbus Bishop .
Ready High product's 64-- 3 overall
ledger were Incurred in NCAA
competition, and he would Eke to
atone for those in this year's
Division III tournament
WHcox, who won heavyweight
titles in 1976, 1977 and 1978 but
was sidelined by an injury last
season, likewise returns with a lot
of determination. "He's worked
hard to recover from a shoulder
injury suffered during football
season. He's unbelievably strong
and a lot bigger than he was two
years ago," warned Mount Union
coach Don Montgomery of the
EM
Ohio Northern, which had Its
string of four consecutive team
titles snaDDed last vear. fields a !
strong team across the board.
Senior Rick Peiffer, a 1978 champ i
who finished second at 118 last X
year, defending 142-poun- d Jej v, ifc
champion Brad Beamon and Kelly n
Moyer, fourth at 177 last year, W
head the Polar Bear cast. $
Capital figures to be in the
running with strength in the lower
I JJ1. C Iana miaaie weiyius. oijiiumuits v
Randy Fee. third at 118 last year, fhas suffered only one toss in Jk
conference competition this season f
while Gary Hagerman (126), Jeff
Powless (130) and Gary Lewis!
(177) sport unbeaten league rec- - j
ords. The Crusaders title bid may 1
have been hurt by the recent toss j
of Mike Snvder. a runner-u- p at ;
142, to knee surgery.
The individual weight champi- - j
ons plus ten wrestlers selected;
at large qualify for the NCAAj
Division III championships, to be!
held next weekend at the Coast!
Guard Academy.
Walton, Leslie Break 20 in Romp
Katharine L. Blood
Four Scotties scored in double
figures as the women's basketball
team soundly defeated Denison
76-5-7.
The game began with Kris Leslie
winning the jump and hitting the
ball to Lisa MuDett who immediate-
ly ran down and scored an easy
lay-u-p. The Scotties took charge
and dominated play for the rest of
the game.
The Scotties got off to an early
lead scoring 12 points in the first
three minutes. Denison did attempt
an early comeback and closed the
score to 16-1- 3 with nine minutes
Into the game, but the ScotrJes held
them off to maintain a ten point
lead at the half.
Wooster continued its scoring in
the second half and furthered their
lead. The Scotties did, however,
run into foul trouble late in the
game. Darlene Kemp, Pat Buda
and Jean Campbell, three key
players, fouled out of the game.
This did not deter the Scotties and
they went on to win - the game
7657.
Coach Nan Nichols considered
the Scotties offense the key to the
game. Wooster shot 43 to
Denison's 33 . Val Walton led the
i?S9s
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Excellent Pizza & Sandwiches
Delivery Hours Regular Hours
5-1Q- 30 Sun.-Thur- s. 1 1-- 1 1 Mon.-Thur- s.
5-12:- 00 Fri.-5o- r. 11-- 1 Fri.-5o- f.
YMCA Offers International Positions
Hilary Howarth. a YMCA
International Intern and Wooster
alumna (75,. History), will give a
presentation on overseas service
opportunities through the YMCA
International , Division on
Thursday evening. February 28 at
9:00 P.M. in Babcock International
House. Some of the opportunities
include teaching
"
English
'
in Africa,
Latin America, the Middle East
and East Asia, where Wooster has
sent five of its graduates over the
past two years (Taiwan). Other
opportunities include camp
counselingI: programs in places
such as Colombia, Germany.
Ghana. Japan. Sweden and the
USSR, where there will be a
program this summer in Siberia.
All are welcome to attend the
information session.
Hilary Howarth joined the
International Division in January,
1977 as an International Intern.
More specifically,, she is an
Associate Director of the
International Camp Counselor
Program and coordinator for the
outbound program for young
Americans, ICCPAbroad.
Ms. Howarth is well equipped to
explain the workings of ICCP
scores with 21 points. Kris Leslie
followed closely with 20 and Lisa
MuDett and Jean Campbell had 11
and 10.
Tuesday. Feb. 19, the Scotties
beat Muskingum. 63-4- 8, in the first
round of the Satellite Tournament.
Wooster hosts the final round of
this tournament Saturday, Feb. 23.
Now
Texas
.
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--the Texas Instruments f
TI-99- 4 Home Computer
Designed to be the first
true home computer
for skilled computer
users or beginners
109- 5-
HTflIp;
You can begin using the Tl Home Computer in minutes.
Without any previous computer experience. You simply
snap in one of Tl's Solid State Software Command
Modules. Step-by-st- ep instructions are displayed right
on the screen.
Solid State Software Command Modules come in a
wide range of application areas from education to
entertainment to personal finance
and home management.
The TI-9- 94 gives you an unmatched combination of
features, including:
Powerful TI-BAS- IC
Up to 72K total memory capacity.
Outstanding graphic, music and sound capabilities.
1 3" cotor monitor included .
Revolutionary Solid State Speech'
Synthesizer is optional.
Come see the TI-9- 94 in action.
which in 1977 placed 462
counselors from 42 countries in
250 camps. Although these
statistics give a clear numerical
picture, they do not reflect the
person-to-perso- n involvement
which occurs with each counselor
in ever camp: consider the very
human story of a girl from Japan
teaching her campers during an
overnight to eat "Japanese style"
with whittled twigs serving as
chopsticks; or the Senegalese
counselor, who on the last night of
camp, gave his prized African
' drum to the youngest camper.
Hilary Howarth's YMCA
involvement started at the
Madison Area YMCA in New
Jersey. She was an active member
of the Youth Camping Club. Tri- - '
Hi-- Y and participated in many of
the aquatic programs. Her YMCA
camping career started at the age
- of seven at the Madison Area Day '
Camp and continued each
summer at the Speers-Eljabai- r '
Resident camp; Hilary spent her
college summers as a camp
counselor, good training for her
present job.
Ms. Howarth's early Y
involvement simulated her to
become professionally involved
with the YMCA. After graduating
from college, Hilary participated
as an Overseas Service corps
(OSCY) volunteer with the
YMCA in Taiwan. Teaching
English was Hilary's primary
responsibility during her year's
assignment at the Tainan, Taiwan
- YMCA. As with most Y jobs.
Hilary soon became involved with
other aspects of the YMCA. She
organized two English clubs, on
for high school students and the
other for young adults. She
participated in the YMCA
community service projects and --
put her camping background to
use during weekend hiking trips.
Ms. Howarth grew up in
Chatham. New Jersey and
attended the College of Wooster.
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During her junior year at Durham
University in England. Hilary was
able to experience British culture
as well as travel" throughout
Europe during her vacations.
Hilary received her B.A. in Asian
Studies in 1975 from the College of
Wooster. Within a month of her
graduation, Ms. Howarth had
taken up her position at the Tainan
YMCA.
Camp Counseling positions are
available for four to eight weeks in
a number of YMCA and other
organizational camps in
Colombia, England. France,
Germany. Ghana. Hong Kong,
Italy. Japan, Sweden and USSR.
Fluency in the language of the
country is required in Colombia.
France and Italy. The program is
open to men and women. 18-2- 5
years of age. who have at least one
year of college behind them, as
well as. camp counseling, teaching
or other similar experience
working with groups. Participants
pay a $55 application fee which
includes insurance coverage,
placement services, and flight
information. Counselors receive
room and board, occasionally
pocket money and are responsible
for all international transportation
costs. Application deadline is
March 1st. however late
applications will be considered
depending upon position
availability.
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Tax Investment Record
Keeping
Statistics
Earty Reading
Number Magic
Check with
your dealer for the
Command Module
programs currently available.
later in 1979.
Bookstore
Tl offers you a wide choice of Solid State
Software Command Modules:
Home Management Personal Finance programs:
YV'': Personal Record Investment Analysis ; (j
Keeping
Home Financial Decisions
Household Budget
Management
Education programs:
Early Learning Fun
Beginning Grammar
Physical Fitness
Entertainment programs:
Football
Video Chess
Video Graphs
Other programs:
Demonstration
Terminal Emulator
Diagnostic
Speech Editor
"Programs available
The Florence O. Wilson
